
Thank you for purchasing a
NIDEC COMPONENTS CORP. product.
In order to use the product correctly and most 
appropriately, please completely read this manual before 
use and keep it for future reference.
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This caution mark describes when there is a possibility that user may suffer from injury
or physical damage if the product is used improperly.

SMALL SIZE
PRESSURE GAUGE

PG-75

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

CAUTION

Important Information and Warnings

★Please perform the zero point adjustment to PG-75 after the warm-up of about 30 minutes or more.
①The applicatable pressure medium of PG-75 are gases and liquids that are compatible with SUS304 and SUS316L.
②For stability, use a regulated direct current power supply. When you use the switching power supply, the FG terminal FG should be earthed.
③Surge absorbing devices（diodes, varistors, etc.）are necessary if inductive loads such as relays or solenoids are connected to the same circuit as PG-75.
④Turn off the power when any wiring is done. Also, do not mis-wire.
⑤Do not wire parallel to high tension cables or power lines, or use cable ducts containing high tension cables or power lines.
⑥Be careful not to put any pressure on the display area of the main body while performing piping work.
⑦If liquids such as water, oil, etc may splash to the main body and it may flow into the inside of the product through the air intake, connect the silicon tube
（2.5×4）to the air intake and place the tube so that the other end of the tube will not be splashed with the liquid. At that time, do not bend the tube or 
block the other end.
⑧Use pH neutral detergents to clean the body. Do not use solvents such as thinners.
⑨This product is dustproof and splashproof（Equal to IEC IP65）, and is not designed for using in the water-proof environment or for outdoor use.
⑩Do not use pointed objects such as pens to press the setting buttons on the display panel, as this may make holes in the setting buttons and damage them.
⑪Do not insert foreign objects such as wires to the pressure port as this may damage the diaphragm and disrupt normal operations.
⑫This product does not have an explosion proof structure. Do not use this product in an atmosphere that contains flammable gases.
⑬Use a low-pass filter in your circuit as the analog output of the PG-75 contains noise elements of the internal switching power supply.
⑭Due to the lightning surge capacity of the product, this product cannot be installed outdoors and/or be installed with an extension cable 30m or longer.
⑮Operating Precautions for UL Recognition Product : Maximum surrounding air temperature is 50℃.
⑯Please use power supplies of class 2 complying with the UL standard for DC power.

Instruction Manual
Ver.3.0

　marking
（Compliance with EMC Standards）

For more information please contact:

Nishi-Shinjuku Prime Square bldg., 7-5-25
Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo 160-0023, Japan
Phone: +81-3-3364-7055 Fax: +81-3-3364-7098
URL： https://www.nidec-components.com

These products (pressure sensors, pressure switches, pressure gauges, pressure indicators, leakage sensors, etc.) are designed and manufactured 
as general industrial parts. Therefore, a person with sufficient knowledge and experience shall confirm the conditions and environments described in 
the catalog, specifications, and instruction manual of each product, check the suitability of the product for the machine, device, or system which you 
use, and ensure safety before use.
These products are not intended to be used for applications particularly requiring high reliability (These include, but are not limited to, nuclear power 
control, aerospace and military purposes).
The details of warranty shall be as per the descriptions in this document and we shall not be liable for any damage on you resulting from the use of 
any equipment or device (including control systems) which is not in accordance with this document (hereinafter referred to as "use in violation"). In 
the case where you resell our products, we shall not be liable for any damage on a third party resulting from use in violation by the third party, and 
even if we make payment to the third party in connection with such use in violation regardless of the name by which such payment may be called, 
we may demand the whole amount thereof from you.　
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Specifications

Output Electrical Schematics（Example: PG-75-102R-xxR2）

Spec item Mode
Pressure Range

Type
Rated pressure range
Maximum pressure
Break-down pressure
Full-scale
Acceptable medium
Enclosed liquid
Operating voltage
Current consumption
Switch output

Analog output
　  Voltage output

　  Current output

Pressure display

Environmental
characteristics

Fitting port types
Fitting materials
Net Weight
Accessories

Gauge pressure Gauge pressure（Compound）
0～3.5MPa
5MPa
7MPa
3.5MPa

-0.1～1.0MPa
2MPa
3MPa
1.1MPa

-100～100kPa
200kPa
300kPa
200kPa

-0.1～3.5MPa
5MPa
7MPa
3.6MPa

0～100kPa
200kPa
300kPa
100kPa

0～1.0MPa
2MPa
3MPa
1MPa

PG-75
353Ｇ 102R 353R103R103Ｇ102Ｇ

Ｐｒ（Ｌ）～Ｐｒ（Ｈ）
Ｐｍａｘ
Ｐｂ
ＦＳ

Ｖｏｐｒ

Number of outputs
Switching capacity
Residual voltage
Hysteresis
Repeatability
Accuracy
Response
Protection

Operation display

Vo
Accuracy
Resolution

Output resistance
Response

Ｉｏ
Accuracy
Resolution

Load resistance
Response

Display methode
Display cycle
Accuracy
IP protection
Operating temp.
Operating humidity
Insulation resistance
Dielectric strength
Vibration
Shock
EMC

Liquids and Gases compatible with SUS304 and SUS316L
Silicone oil
10.8～30VDC / including ripple
50mA maximum / All lights are on. No load on sw output and not including analog output currents.
Two outputs（NPN/PNP）
30VDC / 100mA maximum
1.2V maximum （NPN） / 2.2V maximum （PNP）, Load current 100mA
0～Approx 30 ％FS
±0.3 ％FS / Reference temp. 25℃
±2%FS / Including errors of setting, linearity, hystresis and thermal error.
Approx 5, 25, 250, 1000, 2000 ms / 5ms is set prior to delivery
Exists / Short circuit protection
During output is on. / Light up the LED. The Opposite color to the color for pressure display.

1～5V / Pr（L）～Pr（H）, FS : 4V
±2%FS / Including errors of setting, linearity, hystresis and thermal error.  （Measurement load resistance : 1M Ω or more）
Approx 2.7mA : 0.07％FS
Approx 1k Ω （Internal impedance）
Approx 2ms maximum

4～20mA / Pr（L）～Pr（H）, FS : 16mA
±2%FS / Including errors of setting, linearity, hystresis and thermal error. （Measurement load resistance: 250 Ω）
Approx 0.011mA : 0.07％FS
Vopr≦18VDC : 50～300Ω, Vopr＞18VDC : 50～500Ω
Approx 2ms maximum
3+1/2 digits, Red and Green 7 segment LED （Height:10mm） Reverse display selectable in tandem with SW1.
5 times /sec （moving average）
±2%FS / Including errors of setting, linearity, hystresis and thermal error.
IP65 of IEC
-10～50℃ （Storage Temperature : -20～70℃）
35～85％RH
100MΩ minimum at DC500V between bundled leads and pressure port
One minuts at AC500V between bundled leads and pressure port （1mA maximum leakage）
10～500Hz 1.5mm maximum / 98.1m/s2, three directions, two hours each
490m/s2, three directions, three times each
EMI : EN55011:2009, A1:2010 Group 1, Class B
EMS : EN61326-1:2006 Table 2, EN61326-2-3:2006 AnnexBB
R1（R1/8）, R2（R1/4）
Diaphragm（ＳＵＳ316L）,Fitting（ＳＵＳ304）
Approx. 115±15g （incl. 2m cable）
Nothing

■-NV/NA : Two NPN outputs and （Voltage/Current） output ■-PV/PA : Two PNP outputs and （Voltage/Current） output

Brown（Power supply 10.8～30VDC） Brown（Power supply 10.8～30VDC）

Gray
   （Aout）

Gray
   （Aout）

Black（SW1）

Black（SW1）

White（SW2）

White（SW2）

Blue（COM） Blue（COM）

Pressure display （Bi-color） Pressure display （Bi-color）

Analog output resistance

Analog output resistance

NPN／SW Circuit

PNP／SW Circuit

FG：（Fitting） FG：（Fitting）

Pressure Pressure
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■Setting operating conditions

Multiplier Factor
Display color
Switch output

SW setting point:P1～4
Hys. setting : 0～0.3Pr（H）
Filter setting : F-0～4 

Analog output is synchronized

Press（▼＋△）buttons for one second.

Key protection with password

Press both （▼＋Ｍ）

Press （M） button
for one second.

Press both （Ｍ＋△）

Press （Ｍ） button for one second.

Press （Ｍ） button for four seconds.

Press （Ｍ） button
for one second.

Press （▼） button for four seconds. Press （△） button for four seconds.

Zero Point
Adjustment

Operating
Condition
Setting

Temporary
Non-display
Mode

Key
Protection

Switch
Pressure
Setting

Complete
Non-display
Mode

Operation Mode

＜Multiplier Factor＞
1：×1（ｋＰａ）
2：×0.0102
3：×10.2
4：×7.501
5：×0.01

6：×10
7：×0.145
8：×0.001（ＭＰａ）
9：×0.2953

＜Pressure Display Color＞
Ａ：Red （Fixed）
ｂ：Red → Green （ＳＷ１ｏｎ）
ｃ：Green （Fixed）
ｄ：Green → Red （ＳＷ１ｏｎ）

＜Switch Output＞
1～4：Separate Mode
5～8：Window Comparator Mode

Press （M） button
to move

Third digit First digitSecond digit 

Press ▼ and （M） button simultaneously for more 
than one second to enter Operation Condition 
Setting Mode. The current setting condition is 
displayed. The third digit will flash. Then select 
setting  using ▼ or △ button.

After completing the setting, press （M） 
button, for more than one second to save the 
setting and return to the Operation Mode.

Press （M） button to move to the next digit. The 
next digit will flash and setting items will be 
changed.

PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

LED（P1,P3） : SW1 / mode
selection

Display unit（kPa,MPa）

Display of pressure/error/set
value

（△）Up button
（Ｍ） button （▼） Down button

LED（P2,P4） : SW2 / mode
selection

PG-75 kPa

3

Panel Function 

Operating Procedure

Operating Condition Setting
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Multiplier Factor

Display Color

Switch Output

■SW output is selectable by changing the value of first digit on the display.

・The settings indicated by "-" on the table above are not selectable because of resolution. 
・Either "１"（for 102G, and 102R） or "8" （for 103G, 103R, 353G and 353R） are set prior to delivery.
・Changes of the multiplier factor apply to display values. Also, note the changes reset switch setting value and hysteresis.

■The multiplier factor is selectable by changing the value of third digit on the display during the operation setting.

0.0 ～ 100.0
.000 ～ 1.020  
   0 ～ 1020 
 0 ～ 750 

.000 ～ 1.000  
   0 ～ 1000 
0.0 ～ 14.5  

-
0.0 ～ 29.5 

-100.0 ～ 100.0
-1.020 ～ 1.020
-1020 ～ 1020
-750 ～ 750
-1.000 ～ 1.000
-1000 ～ 1000
-14.5 ～ 14.5

-
-29.5 ～ 29.5

    0 ～ 1000
0.00 ～ 10.20

-
-

0.00 ～ 10.00
-

  0.0 ～ 145.0
.000 ～ 1.000
  0 ～ 295

-100 ～ 1000
-1.02 ～ 10.20

-
-

-1.00 ～ 10.00
-

-14.5 ～ 145.0
-.100 ～ 1.000
-30 ～ 295

-
  0.0 ～ 35.7

-
-

  0.0 ～ 35.0
-

    0 ～ 508
0.00 ～ 3.50
      0 ～ 1033

-
  -1.0 ～ 35.7

-
-

  -1.0 ～ 35.0
-

  -15 ～ 508
-0.10 ～ 3.50
    -30 ～ 1033

1：×1（kPa）
2：×0.0102
3：×10.2
4：×7.501
5：×0.01
6：×10
7：×0.145
8：×0.001（MPa）
9：×0.2953

Pressure Range （-Pr ～ + Pr）Multiplier Factor 102R102G 103G 103R 353G 353R

＜SW Operation Code＞ ＜Switch Operation Mode＞

・In the Separate mode, SW 1 corresponds to Setting 1 and SW2 corresponds to Setting 2.
・In the Window Comparator Mode, SW 1 corresponds to the Setting 1 （lower limit） and Setting 3 （upper limit）. Also. SW2 
 corresonds to the setting 2 （lower limit） and setting 4 （upper limit）.
・The Hysteresis （H） setting is common to SW 1 and SW 2 operations. 
・When SW operation is changed between the Separate Mode and Window Comparator Mode, SW pressure settings that are set
 separately will be reset. 

Separate Mode

H：Hysteresis、P1=Set 1、P2=Set 2、P3=Set 3、P4=Set 4

Window Comparator Mode
（HI operation）

OFF

ON

-Pr Pr
H H

P1/SW1 P2/SW2

（LO operation）

（A operation）

OFF

ON ON

-Pr Pr
H H

P1/SW1, P2/SW2 P3/SW1, P4/SW2

P1/SW1, P2/SW2 P3/SW1, P4/SW2

（B operation）

OFF OFF

ON

-Pr Pr
H H

P1≦P2　or　P1≧P2 P1≦P3-2H　and　P2≦P4-2H

ON

OFF

-Pr Pr
H H

P1/SW1 P2/SW2

■The display color is selectable by changing the value of second digit on the display during the operation setting.

・The change of display color applies to SW1 operation only.
・The factory setting is "A"（Always red）
・Values other than pressure value （SW monitor, setting display, error messages etc） are displayed in opposite color of the pressure value
 （Red/Green）.

Code
Ａ
ｂ
ｃ
ｄ

Green

Red

Green

Red

Change of Display Color
Red
Red
Green
Green

ON

OFF

ON

ON
OFF

OFF

SW2

SW1

Output
Mode
Operation
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SW1
Separate
HI
○
○

LO

○
○

A

○
○

B

○
○

HI
○

○

LO

○

○

A

○

○

B

○

○

Window comparator

Set 1 （Minimum）Set 1
（Maximum）Set 3

Pressure
setting

（Minimum）Set 2
（Maximum）Set 4

Set 2

Separate Window comparator
SW2
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Switch Pressure Setting

Zero Point Adjustment

■This mode is for setting SW setting value, Hysteresis, and Digital filter. To return to the operation mode during the setting, press （M） 
　button more than one second. The setting will be saved. 
   When the setting of either the multiplier factor or switch operation mode is changed, the setting of switch pressure will be reset.        

During the Operation Mode, press （M） and △ 
buttons for more than one second to enter SW 
Pressure Setting Mode. The SW1 LED flashes. 
The display color will be reversed and the current 
SW1 setting value will be displayed. Set the 
switch value using ▼ and △ buttons. SW 
pressure setting range : -110kPa or - 0.11 Pr （H）
～1.1Pr （H） （whichever range is narrower）.

PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

Press （M） button once. The SW2 LED will flash. 
The current SW2 setting value will be displayed. 
Set the switch value using  ▼ and △ buttons.  

PG-75 kPa

（Only when the Window Comparator Mode is 
set） Press （M） button once. The display color 
will be reversed and the SW1 LED will flash and 
the current value of P3 will be displayed. Set the 
P3 value in the same manner. Note P3 and P4 
setting ranges are influenced by Hysteresis （H）. 
See Switch Operation Mode table for the details.   

Press （M） button once. Both SW1 and SW2 
LEDs  will turn off and the Digital filter setting 
will be displayed. Set the value in the same 
manner.  Response time : （F-0, 1, 2, 3, 4） : 
（5, 25, 250, 1000, 2000）ms  F-0 （5ms） is 
set prior to delivery.  

Press （M） button once. The display color will get 
back to the original color and both SW1 and 
SW2 LEDs will flash. The current Hysteresis （H） 
value will be displayed. Set the value using ▼ 
and △ buttons. Hysteresis setting range : 0 ～ 
approximately 0.3Pr （H）.

（Only when the Window Comparator Mode is 
set） Press （M） button once again. The SW2 
LED will flash and the current value of P4 will be 
displayed. Set the P4 value in the same manner.

PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

■This function is for adjusting the zero point of pressure display and analog output when the pressure port is opened to the atmosphere.      

PG-75 kPa ・During the operation mode, press ▼ and △ buttons simultaneously for more than one second. Display of 
“0Ａｄ” will blink.  
 One second after releasing the ▼ and △ buttons, the adjustment will be completed.      
・If residue pressure remains in the pressure port and the pressure is more than ±10% of rated pressure, 
zero adjustment will be cancelled and “E-2” error message will be displayed.       
 To cancel the error message, press （M） button and release the residue pressure. Then, adjust the zero 
point once again.      
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Key Protection

Temporary Non-display Mode 

■This mode is for temporarily turning off pressure display.         
　・When this mode is on, the pressure display automatically will turn off after 10 seconds if not used. When the display is turned off, the 
　 decimal LED will blink.  
　・If any error is detected during this mode, error message will be displayed. After the error is corrected, the Temporary Non-display 
　 Mode will resume.  
　・Any key entry for other settings will be accepted in this mode. Even after the display turns on again, this mode will last until it is 
　 cancelled. 
　・If the Full Time Non-display Mode （as explained later） is set during this Temporary Non-display Mode, the system will be switched to 
　 the Full Time Non-display Mode.  
　・The setting data of this mode is stored to flash memory and will not be lost even after the power is turned off. 

PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPaPG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

＜Setting and Canceling of Temporary Non-display Mode＞  

■The Key Protection Mode is used to lock the front panel key in order to prevent setting values from been accidentally changed. 
　Only the cancellation entry can be made. The Key Protection status is saved to the flash memory and maintained even after the 
　power is turned off.      

Press △ button for more than four  
seconds during the Operation Mode. 
The display color will be reversed 
and “00” will be displayed. 

Two-digit numeric secret code is 
necessary. The code “00” does not 
require the entry of the code when  
canceling the protection. 

When a number from “01～99” is  
selected for the secret code,   
entry of the same code is required to  
cancel the protection. The code  
can be selected by  ▼ and △ 
buttons.   
To save the code, press （M） button. 

“ＰＬ” will be displayed and the 
key entry will be locked except 
for cancellation entry.

To cancel the protection, press △
button for more than four seconds. 
The display color will be reversed 
and “00” will be displayed.

When a code from “01～99” is set, 
the code entry will be required.  

For example, select “33” and press  
（M） button. If the incorrect code is  
entered three times， the buttons will 
be locked again. 

If the code is entered 
correctly, “ＰＡ” will be 
displayed and the buttons will 
be unlocked. 

Press ▼ button for more than four 
seconds during the normal 
operation.

The display color will be reversed 
and “SOF” will be displayed. 
At this stage, normal pressure display 
will be displayed 

If there is no key operation for 
more than 10 seconds, ｔｈｅ 
pressure display will go off and the 
decimal LED will blink. 

To cancel this mode, Press ▼ button 
for more than four seconds.
The display color wiil be reversed 
and “ＬＯｎ” will be displayed. Then 
the product will get back to the 
normal operation.

PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPaPG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

＜Key Protection Mode ＞

PG-75 kPaPG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

＜Cancellation of Key Protection ＞
PG-75 kPa
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Troubleshooting 

Complete Non-display Mode 

■This mode is for constantly turning off pressure display.
　・When this mode is on, the pressure display will be turned off and will not accept any key operation except the cancellation operation.
　 The decimal LED will be on.
　・If any error is detected during this mode, error message will be displayed. After the error is corrected, the Complete Non-display Mode 
　 will resume.
　・Any key entry for other settings will not be accepted during this mode.
　・The setting data of this mode is stored to flash memory and will not be lost even after the power is turned off.

PG-75 kPa PG-75 kPaPG-75 kPa PG-75 kPa

＜Setting and Canceling of Complete Non-display Mode＞

Press （M） button for more than four 
seconds during the normal 
operation. 

The display color is reversed and 
“COF” will be displayed.
Then, the display will be turned 
off. 

The decimal LED will light. To cancel the mode, press （M） 
button for more than four seconds 
The display color will be reversed 
and “ＬＯｎ” will be displayed.
Then the product will get back to the 
normal operation.

■If an error occurs, please refer to the table as below and follow the procedures.
Error Display/Description Problem Solution

Current Overloaded on ＳＷ. Both SW1 and SW2 are 
off. （Flashing LED indicates excessive current on 
SW1 or SW2.）

Pressure more than +/- 10% of the rated pressure is 
applied during the zero point adjustment.

During the operation mode, key entry is possible. 
However, pressure display blacks out and the decimal 
LED blinks.  

Even though the power is on, key entry is not possible. 
Also, pressure display blacks out and the decimal LED 
lights.

Turn off the power and check the load connected to 
SW1 and/or SW2.

Press （M）button to cancel the error display. Release 
the residue pressure and then make the zero point 
adjustment again. 　　

It is a normal state and the product is in the Temporary 
Non-Display Mode. In order to cancel the mode, press 
▼ button for more than four seconds.

It is a normal state and the product is in the Full Time 
Non-Display Mode. In order to cancel the mode, press 
(M) button for more than four seconds.

E1

E2

Black out of pressure display

Black out of pressure display 
and no key entry possible

During the operation mode, key entry is not possible 
even though the pressure value is displayed.

It is a normal state and the product is in the Key 
Protection Mode. In order to cancel the mode, press 
△ button for more than four seconds. If the secret 
code is set, the code entry is necessary.

No key entry possible
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Externals specification（unit:mm）

■Vertical installation type

■The horizontal installation type

7 13

（73.5）

□
30

(32)

16

Adoptor:PBT Cover:PBT

5core cable L=2000±100
AWG26

R1/4Fitting
SUS304,Width:14

LOT.1H1

RMADE IN JAPAN

WHITE：SWITCH2（NPN 30V100mA max.）
BLACK：SWITCH1（NPN 30V100mA max.）

GRAY ：ANALOG OUT（1 ～ 5V）
BLUE：COMMON

PG-75-102R-NVR2B
PRESSURE RANGE：（-100～100kＰａ）
BROWN：POWER SUPPY（10.8 ～ 30VDC）CLASS2

LOT.1H1

R

BLUE ：COMMON
GRAY ：ANALOG OUT（4～20mA）
WHITE：SWITCH2（PNP 30V100mA max.）
BLACK：SWITCH1（PNP 30V100mA max.）
BROWN：POWER SUPPLY（10.8 ～ 30VDC）CLASS2
PRESSURE RANGE：（-0.1～1.0MＰａ）
PG-75-103R-PAR2

MADE IN JAPAN
□
30

LED-Cover:PBT

Adoptor:PBT

Cover:PBT

（15）

37

（
72
）

13
7

33

□31.4

PANEL:PET

Unit:kPa/MPa

R1/4Fitting
SUS304,Width:14

PG-75 kPa

Metal insert
Bs（Ni Plating）

Air intake
Applicable tube:φ2.5×φ4

Pressure port
M5（0.8） depth6

2-M4 depth5 16±0.2

（
16
）
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Brackets（Option）

Others

■Vertical installation type ■The horizontal installation type

・Use a wrench on the hexagon of the fitting. Do not hold the main body when tightening.

・If there is a possiblity that liquids such as water, oil etc 
splash to the main body and it may flow into the inside of 
the product through the air intake, connect a silicon tube 
to the air intake and position the other end of the tube in 
a suitable safe place. At that time, do not bend the tube 
or block the other end of the tube.

■Tube at air intake 

■Piping    
Air intake （Applicable tube）
（O.D. φ4×I.D.φ2.5）

4.5 24.7

（5.7）

□40

（□42.6）

kPaPG-75

Panel holderPanel holder cover
BLUE ：COMMON
GRAY：ANALOG OUT（4 ～20mA)

PG-75-103R-PAR2
PRESSURE RANGE：（-0.1～1.0MＰａ）
BROWN：POWER SUPPLY（10.8～30VDC）CLASS2
BLACK：SWITCH1（PNP 30V100mA max.）
WHITE：SWITCH2（PNP 30V100mA max.） LOT.1H1

R

LOT.1H1
PRESSURE RANGE：（-100～100kＰａ）
BROWN：POWERSUPPLY（10.8～30VDC）CLASS2
BLACK：SWITCH1（NPN30V100mAmax.）
WHITE：SWITCH2（NPN30V100mAmax.）
GRAY：ANALOG OUT（1～5V）
BLUE：COMMON

PG-75-102R-NVR2B

R

Name Series name Contents　 Applicable model
Panel holder cover
Panel holder
Panel stopper (2pcs.)

PG-30 ・ PG-35・ PG-75
PG-35H・ PG-35L・ PS30

PG-30 ・ PG-35・ PG-75
PG-35H・ PG-35L・ PS30

PG-30 ・ PG-35・ PG-75
PG-35H・ PG-35L・ PS30

Panel holder cover
Panel holder
Panel holder
Panel stopper (2pcs.)

ACPG-003

ACPG-004

ACPG-007

Panel holder set

Holder cover set
（For protecting gauge operating panel）

Holder stopper set
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Model Numbers

Pressure ranges  
　　102G : 0 to 100kPa　　102R : -100 to 100kPa
　　103G : 0 to 1.0MPa　　103R : -0.1 to 1.0MPa
　　353G : 0 to 3.5MPa　　353R : -0.1 to 3.5MPa

Analog Output Ｔｙｐｅ

ＰＧ-７５
Model name

V : Voltage output （1 - 5V） 
A : Current output （4-20mA）

Blank : Stem mount 
B : Back mount 

Ｒ１ ： Ｒ１/8
Ｒ２ ： Ｒ１/4

Ｎ: ＮＰＮ open collector
Ｐ: PNP open collector

Switch Output Type

P G－ 7 5－ 1 0 2 R－N　Ｖ　R 2　B

Pressure Port Orientation 

Fitting types （with M5 female thread）

Warranty and Disclaimer
1）The warranty period of these products is one year after delivery to a designated place. The warranty mentioned here is limited to the 
warranty of a delivered product itself, and it does not cover consumables such as batteries. Each product has its own specifications such 
as durability (pressure cycles). Therefore, check with each service office.

2）If a failure or damage of the product occurs during the warranty period, for which we are responsible, we will promptly replace or repair 
the product free of charge. The warranty mentioned here means the warranty of the product itself and does not cover any damage 
induced by a failure of the product.

3）The warranty does not cover when any of the following items is applicable:
   ・The failure is caused by conditions, environments, or handling not described in the catalogue and agreed specifications and other 
documents.
   ・The product has been modified, adjusted, or repaired by a person/company other than our company after delivery.
   ・The failure cannot be foreseen by the scientific and technological knowledge at the time of delivery.
   ・The failure is caused by force majeure such as disasters.


